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Example Candidate Responses – Paper 1

Introduction
The main aim of this booklet is to exemplify standards for those teaching Cambridge O Level Global Perspectives
2069, and to show how different levels of candidates’ performance (high, middle and low) relate to the subject’s
curriculum and assessment objectives.
In this booklet candidate responses have been chosen from June 2018 scripts to exemplify a range of answers.
For each question, the response is annotated with a clear explanation of where and why marks were awarded or
omitted. This is followed by examiner comments on how the answer could have been improved. In this way, it is
possible for you to understand what candidates have done to gain their marks and what they could do to improve their
answers. There is also a list of common mistakes candidates made in their answers for each question.
This document provides illustrative examples of candidate work with examiner commentary. These help teachers
to assess the standard required to achieve marks beyond the guidance of the mark scheme. Therefore, in some
circumstances, such as where exact answers are required, there will not be much comment.
The questions and mark schemes and pre-release material used here are available to download from the School
Support Hub. These files are:

June 2018 Question Paper 12
June 2018 Paper 12 Mark Scheme
June 2018 Paper 12 Insert
Past exam resources and other teacher support materials are available on the School Support Hub.
www.cambridgeinternational.org/support
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How to use this booklet

This booklet goes1(c)
through the paper one question at a time, showing you the high-, middle- and low-level response for
Question
each question. The candidate answers are set in a table. In the left-hand column are the candidate answers, and in

Question 1(c)

the right-hand column are the examiner comments.

Example
Candidate
Response
–Question
high – high
Example
Candidate –
Response
Example
Candidate
Response
1(c), high

Examiner
Comments
Examiner
Comments
Examiner
comments

11 The candidate clearly identifies
The candidate clearly identifies
the most significant cause
the
most significant
of globalisation
as improvedcause
of
globalisation
as improved
transportation.

1

1

transportation.

2 A first reason is suggested

2

2

– international travel in shorter
2 A first reason is suggested
periods
of time.

3

– international travel in shorter
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A secondof
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4
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5

4

5
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sharing are
of ideas and
Examiner
3 Acomments
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culture.
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answers.
These
– improved transportation
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and why
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sent farther
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5 The candidate gives
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three
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The candidate could improve this response by explaining one or more of the reasons given
more detail,
thereby
of in
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transportation
Total
mark awarded
=
making some developed points in their argument.
3as
outthe
of 3most significant cause
of globalisation. These are
This section explains how undeveloped.
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How the candidate could have improved their answer

How the candidate could have improved
answer
havetheir
improved
each answer. This helps you to
•
•

interpret
standard
of Cambridge
exams
The response met all the criteria for Level 3 and is
thereforethe
awarded
the maximum
marks of
Level 3and
– 3.
helps
your
learners
to
refine
their
exam
technique
The candidate could improve this response by explaining one or more of the reasons
in more
detail, thereby
Totalgiven
mark
awarded
=
making some developed points in their argument.

3 out of 3

Common mistakes candidates made in this question

How
the candidate could have improved their answer
• Identifying a cause as significant but not offering any explanation or reasons for the selection.
•
•

The
responsereasons
met all and
the explanations
criteria for Level
3 and
therefore awarded the maximum marks of Level 3 – 3.
• Suggesting
that were
not is
credible.
The
candidate
could
improvethe
this
response
by and
explaining
one explicit
or more
reasons given in more detail, thereb
• Not
making the
link between
identified
cause
globalisation
in of
thethe
explanation.
making
some
developed
points
in
their
argument.
• Not providing two or more reasons to justify their opinion.
•

Not explaining one or more of the reasons in detail, thereby making some developed points in their argument.
Often candidates were not awarded
marks because they misread or
misinterpreted the questions.

Lists the common mistakes candidates made
in answering each question. This will help your
learners to avoid these mistakes and give them
the best chance of achieving the available marks.
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Question 1(c)
Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments
1 The candidate clearly identifies
improved transportation as
the most significant cause of
globalisation.

1

2 First reason is suggested
(international travel in shorter
periods of time).

2
3
4

5

3 Second reason is suggested
(improved transportation
encourages sharing of ideas and
culture).
4 Third reason is suggested
(goods and services can be sent
further away in the world).

5 The candidate gives three

credible reasons for the selection
of improved transportation
as the most significant cause
of globalisation. These are
undeveloped.
Total mark awarded =
3 out of 3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
The candidate could improve this response by explaining one or more of the reasons given in more detail, thereby
making some developed points in their argument.
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Example Candidate Response – middle

Examiner comments
1 The candidate clearly identifies
free trade as the most significant
cause of globalisation.

1
2
3

2 The candidate gives a credible
reason (brings greater wealth for
people), but this is not developed.
3 The second part of this
sentence is difficult to understand
and not clear.

4

5
6

4 This sentence describes an
aspect of globalisation, but does
not explain why free trade is the
most significant cause.

5 The candidate provides
another credible reason (more
job opportunities), but this is not
developed.
6 The response contains two
undeveloped reasons with some
other material that is not clear
or related to the issue in the
question.

Total mark awarded =
2 out of 3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
•
•
•
•

Developing the reasons further and providing greater detail.
Giving more reasons why free trade is the most significant cause of globalisation.
Making ‘globalisation’ and ‘significance’ more explicitly linked to the explanation.
Making the points clear with accurate expression of ideas.
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Example Candidate Response – low

Examiner comments
1 The candidate identifies
improved transport as the most
significant cause of globalisation.

1

2

3

2 The candidate gives one
undeveloped reason (more people
look for jobs and trade which
generates income for a country)
to justify their opinion. The
expression is not always clear but
the meaning is apparent.
3 Overall, the response contains
one undeveloped reason/point to
justify the opinion. Globalisation
and the cause highlighted tend
to be implicit; however, there is
enough material to suggest some
limited understanding.

Total mark awarded =
1 out of 3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
•
•
•

Making globalisation and its significance more explicitly linked to the explanation and reasoning for the selection of
the identified cause.
Providing more reasons to justify their opinion.
Explaining one or more of the reasons given in more detail, thereby making some developed points in their
argument.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
•
•
•
•

Identifying a cause as significant, but not offering any explanation or reasons for the selection.
Not making the link between the identified cause and globalisation explicit in the explanation.
Not providing two or more reasons to justify their opinion.
Not explaining one or more of the reasons in detail, thereby making some developed points in their argument.
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Question 2(b)
Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments

1

1 A range of types and sources
of data is identified and their
relevance to the claim explained
clearly; for example, statistical
data drawn from international
organisations and experts in the
field of globalisation. Case studies
are also suggested. Examples
of organisations like the United
Nations are given.

This represents several fully
developed points.
2

2 The candidate suggests
several methods of obtaining
information, using the worldwide
web and expert testimony from
higher education.
3

3 Secondary data and
sociological studies of culture and
learning are suggested. These are
relevant to the claim.
4 Primary methods are described
briefly, although the relevance to
the claim is implicit. The candidate
could have explained the focus of
the interviews and questionnaires.

4

Total mark awarded =
8 out of 8

How the candidate could have improved their answer
•
•
•

•

The candidate tried to separate the types, sources and methods of gathering evidence. However, some overlap did
give the appearance of repetition at times.
Although the suggested ways of testing were related back to the claim, at times, this was implicit and not fully
explained.
Reference to experts was repeated several times. However, the types of experts and their backgrounds in
education or international organisations were different; greater adherence to the intended structure may have
made this slightly clearer.
Too many ways to test the claim were suggested; it may have been easier to focus on three or four ways and
explain these in greater detail.
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Example Candidate Response – middle

Examiner comments
1 The first two sentences briefly
describe interviewing to gather
primary data, the source and
location. The claim to be tested
is explicit. This represents a
developed point.
1

2

Questionnaires are also
suggested but not explained.
2 Expert testimony is suggested
and related to the claim, but not
developed.
3 This section suggests an
experiment, but overlaps and
repeats the same ideas as
suggested about interviewing in
schools where cultural studies is
taught. Nevertheless, the reason
(to gather more specific and
reliable data) is legitimate and
develops the point briefly.

3

4

5

4 The candidate introduces
a final suggestion of gathering
secondary data via the
internet from news articles on
globalisation, and the effects
of cultural learning. This is a
developed point.

5 The response mainly consists
of four credible ways to test the
claim, with some explanation.

Total mark awarded =
6 out of 8

How the candidate could have improved their answer
•
•
•

Explaining the suggested methods in more detail.
Although the suggested ways of testing were related back to the claim, this needed to be more specific and less
generic/repetitive.
The sources of information and data were suggested, but should have been explained; for example, the reasons
for consulting specialists and experts and the relevance of news articles on globalisation.
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Example Candidate Response – low

Examiner comments
1 A method (interviewing) is
identified.

2

1

2 The source of data is identified
and related to the claim to
be tested, although not fully
explained.

3

3 The type of data is justified
simply in terms of its quality and
reliability.
4

5

6

4 The first section of the
response (three sentences)
represents a relevant and
developed/explained point,
suggesting one way in which the
claim could be tested.

5 Another method is suggested
and justified tangentially in relation
to validity. The claim is only
implied.
6 The candidate presents two
ways to test the claim. However,
there is only some explanation
and the claim to be tested is often
implicit.

Total mark awarded =
3 out of 8

How the candidate could have improved their answer
•
•
•
•

Discussion of a greater range of ways to test the claim.
Structuring the response around methods, types of data and sources.
Relating the ways of testing to the claim more explicitly.
Providing more detailed explanation of the methods, types of data and sources.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
•
•
•
•

Not relating the ways suggested to the claim to be tested.
Only describing one of ways suggested to test the claim in detail.
Listing a wide range of methods, types of data and sources, but not explaining their selection.
Not explaining the method, data and sources suggested.
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Question 3(d)
Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments
1 An excellent introduction. The
judgement about which statement
is the most convincing, is clearly
stated and the structure of the
argument to support this view is
outlined.

1

2
3

2 Appropriate use of material
from the source as evidence; in
this case it is a direct quotation.

4

5

6

7

3 The candidate evaluates the
structure of Davor’s argument
in the source. It is judged to be
a strength of the statement and
evidence/reasons are given, i.e.
balance and use of a range of
perspectives. The argument is
supported with evidence drawn
from the source. This represents a
fully developed point.
4 Further arguments are
introduced about the use of
expert testimony and international
organisations. This type of
evidence is deemed to be
trustworthy; the point is therefore
developed.

5 A series of criticisms about the
statement are introduced. This
provides some balance and uses
counterarguments. The discussion
of reliability of evidence as a result
of poor citation and datedness, is
developed.
6 The candidate evaluates
the second statement from
Brigita, providing a clear review
of strengths and weaknesses.
Material from the source is
used extensively to support the
argument.

7 A developed point about
evidence within Brigita’s
statement, supported with material
from the source.
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Example Candidate Response – high, continued

Examiner comments
8 The candidate uses concepts
from critical thinking competently
to analyse and evaluate the
statement; for example, evidence,
anecdote, bias, reliability, tone,
emotiveness and exaggeration.

8

9

9 A clearly developed point
about the use of language and its
implications for the quality of the
statement.
10 A clear judgement is reached

and summarised within an apt
conclusion.

10

Total mark awarded =
15 out of 15

How the candidate could have improved their answer
•
•

Some evaluative points could have been further explained and developed.
The conclusion should have added something new to the discussion rather than repeating the structure of the
argument in the response.
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Example Candidate Response – middle

Examiner comments
1 A judgement about which
statement is the most convincing,
is stated.

1

2

3

2 The first reason in the
argument relates to Davor’s
knowledge claims, which is
explained in terms of the research
undertaken. This is a briefly
developed point which is wellsupported using material from the
source as evidence.
3 This paragraph directly
compares the degree of bias and
balance within the statements
through an analysis of the different
types of evidence used. Material
from the source is used to support
the argument. Several developed
points are apparent about bias
and use of evidence.

4

4 The candidate briefly
attempts to discuss the
weaknesses of Davor’s points
to show consideration of
counterarguments and balance in
their own argument.

5 A simple but helpful conclusion
summarising the argument and
reiterating the judgement.
5
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How the candidate could have improved their answer
•

•
•

Most evaluative points could have been explained and developed further. For example, the first paragraph could
have included more material and examples from the source in support of the opinion about Davor having ‘better
knowledge claims’. Similarly, at the beginning of the second paragraph, the discussion of different perspectives
was very brief and could be explained with examples. The response could be more balanced in its treatment of
each statement, exploring strengths and weaknesses of both.
The response could be more logically structured.
The argument and expression were sometimes not easy to follow, though the meaning was generally clear.
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Example Candidate Response – low

Examiner omments
1 The candidate analyses and
briefly describes the main content
of Brigita’s statement.

1

2 The candidate begins to
evaluate the source, but does
not fully explain the significance
or impact of bias. The evaluative
point is partially developed when
the paragraph is taken as a whole.

2

3

4

5

3 The analysis of Davor’s
statement is mainly descriptive
rather than evaluative. The points
are not developed.
4 A conclusion or judgement is
reached, though only asserted
without explanation.

5 The meaning of the last
sentence is not clear.

Total mark awarded =
6 out of 15
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How the candidate could have improved their answer
•
•
•
•
•

Giving full explanation of each point rather than assertion without support.
A sharper focus on evaluation of the reasons and evidence in the statements rather than a description of the
content of the statements.
Greater use of cited material from the sources.
Developing a range of different evaluative points; the response tended mainly to discuss the issue of bias.
Making the structure of the argument clearer, for example, by including an introduction.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Not directly comparing the statements.
Describing rather than evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of both statements.
Only discussing one of the statements.
Not using material from the sources as evidence to support the argument/judgement.
Only identifying one or two strengths/weaknesses; a range of evaluative points should have been discussed, which
might include: types of evidence, use of evidence, structure of argument, language and tone, values, credibility of
reasons, bias, balance, vested interest, relevance and values.
Presenting an unbalanced evaluation that did not address strengths or weaknesses.
Only listing a range of points without explanation and development.
Using assertion without evidence to support the argument.
Copying source material rather than applying reasons and evidence from the sources to support the candidate’s
claim about which statement was the most convincing.
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Question 4
Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments
1 The candidate states
clearly which action is being
recommended, thereby making
their judgment explicit. This is a
logical beginning as it indicates
the line of argument to be taken
within the essay.

1

2

2 The line of argument is
introduced, making the reasoning
and evidence easy to follow and
interpret.

3
4

5

6

7

3 The material in the sources is
being used explicitly to identify
the opportunities and benefits of
globalisation that will be enhanced
by the recommended action.
This shows an ability to identify
and use relevant information and
evidence from sources to support
an argument.
4 The paragraph as a whole
represents a fully developed point
within the candidate’s argument.

5 The candidate justifies the
recommendation using two clear
reasons (the need for widespread
availability to all people and swift
impact).
6 The points are developed by
further explanation and examples.
The reasoning is therefore clear
and well-supported.

7 A new point about collective
action is made briefly, but not
developed.
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Example Candidate Response – high, continued

Examiner comments
8 Another point is raised about
potential conflicts of interest being
avoided.

8

9

9 This section introduces further
discussion of potential conflicts
of interest, particularly with other
countries, and costs. These points
are not fully developed. The
argument lacks some structure at
this point, but is still clear.
10 Counterarguments are

10

considered. A developed point.

11 Barriers to implementation

are identified and discussed. A
developed point.

11

12 Comparing the strengths and

weaknesses of other options
shows a consideration of other
perspectives. The reasoning
is clear and several developed
points are made in a structured
way.

12

13

13 A good use of a range of

counterarguments.

14 The conclusion reinforces the

14

judgement reached, linking back
to the introduction. This shows
a clear, very well-structured
response.
Total mark awarded =
24 out of 24
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How the candidate could have improved their answer
•
•
•

Greater use of material from the sources which was clearly cited.
The development of some of the reasons that appeared to be listed and asserted at times. For example, in the
discussion about training in the fourth paragraph, some evidence or examples might have been used.
Introducing relevant ideas from personal experience and background material.
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Example Candidate Response – middle

Examiner comments
1 The candidate states which
action will be recommended to
the government. This makes their
judgement clear.

1

2

2 Two reasons are given for the
recommendation but these are not
developed or explained.

3 The candidate introduces
another reason linked to the
introduction of new ideas as a
result of immigration and the
sharing of cultures/knowledge/
skills however, this is not
explained.

3

4

4 The reasoning continues with
some exploration of the impact
of immigration on the number of
jobs in the country, through new
businesses/entrepreneurs and
transnational companies. There is
implicit reference to the material
from Source 4.

This paragraph represents a
developed point in the argument.
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Example Candidate Response – middle, continued

Examiner comments

5 Another briefly developed point.

5

6 Another relevant point, but it is
not developed.

6

7

7 The impact of immigration on
cultural diversity and attitudes to
others is described assertively.
8 The response ends abruptly
without a concluding section that
draws the argument together.

8

Total mark awarded =
14 out of 24

How the candidate could have improved their answer
•
•
•
•

Greater use of material from the sources as evidence.
Providing extensive explanation for more of the reasons outlined for their selected action.
The inclusion of a clear conclusion at the end of the response.
More explicit discussion of different perspectives, perhaps local and national, or comparison of the different options
for action.
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Example Candidate Response – low

Examiner comments
1 The candidate states which
action they would recommend.

1

2

2 A reason for this judgment
is given, which is related to
earning more money through
transportation.

3

3 The reasoning is developed
by the suggestion that the money
earned could be used by the
government to improve education
in schools and universities.
4 Although the response now
addresses potential problems or
counterarguments for improving
airport and transport links, this
does not support the selection of
this action, and the final sentence
is an unsupported assertion. The
paragraph is therefore mainly
irrelevant.

4

5

6

5 The final paragraph suggests
more ways in which money from
improved transportation could be
used to benefit people (reduction
of poverty and pensions).
However, this simply extends the
previous argument and does not
add any new reasons or evidence
to support the argument.
6 The candidate concludes by
reiterating the basic judgement.

Total mark awarded =
8 out of 24
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How the candidate could have improved their answer
•
•
•
•

Reference to material from the sources used as reasons and evidence to support the argument.
Providing a greater range of reasons for the recommended action.
Using more structure in the presentation of the argument.
Discussing different perspectives more explicitly, perhaps local and national, or a comparison of the different
options for action.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leaving the relevance of arguments and evidence to the key issue implicit.
Not making the recommended action explicit in the introduction and conclusion.
Not discussing the potential impact of the recommended action on the intended outcomes.
Only giving one or two reasons to support the argument.
Only listing a range of points without explanation and development.
Using assertion without evidence to support the argument, for example, reference to background information or
related issues.
Copying source material rather than applying reasons and evidence from the sources to the issue.
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